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WARNING AND CAUTION
Please make sure to follow the instructions to prevent any damage on the equipment or in 
the environment.

Do not disassemble, install, or repair this product by yourself

Before disposing of the monitor, remove the batteries and 
dispose of them at a proper place of disposal.

Do not place the product near a hot or humid place
Do not place the master monitor close to other electronic 
equipment since it can affect the WIFI connection range.
Do not use water, thinner or a detergent based on oil 
products when you clean the product
Do not connect to other products while in use

Do not unplug the micro SD card when recording, this 
generally will cause loss of data

Make sure to clean it by using a dry cloth to prevent any 
breakdown or electric shock
If the product emits a peculiar noise, odor or smoke, 
immediately cut off the power, and then contact the technical 
service
Make sure to prevent foreign substances from entering the 
product
Avoid direct rays of the sun or heating devices close to the 
product
Install the product in a flat and stable place
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1. Operation Description
    1.1 Main Page
Touch the screen anywhere in standby mode (screen off) and the main page will 
show following options:

From left to right:

- Panel. Connection to the outdoor panel to show image from camera (Auto-On

- Photo. Pictures review. A red ball indicates the number of pictures not yet seen.

- Video. Videos review. A red ball indicates the number of videos not yet seen.

- Intercom. Call to other monitors in the house (if any).

- Standby. Switch off the screen (standby mode).

. The screen will automatically switch off after 1’  if no activity is done.

. Sliding the main page to the right or left will show settings page. 

. Pressing the down-arrow on main page will access to fast actions menu:
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Activate / deactivate do not disturb 
mode

Deactivate / activate WIFI (master 
monitor only)

Capture a picture automatically (*)

Record a video automatically (SD must 
be inserted) (*)

Function is off ([record] icon is grey) (*). 
Value by default.

(*) Please read the disclaimer section according to this functionality.
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Change of panel or cameras if they are registered by the installer.

  1.2 Visitor Call

When outdoor panel calls, the visitor’s image will be shown on the monitor screen for 
30 seconds. You can press [Talk] icon to talk with the visitor. Pressing [Home] icon 
terminates the talk.

Options

Capture a picture (*) Record a video with audio 
(15”) (*)

Silence microphone Talk

Release the electric lock Open the automatic door

Adjust display 
parameters (brightness/
color/ contrast) and 
volume (for call tone or 
for conversation) and lock 
activation times.

Back to [Main Page]

Remark:
• Volume adjustment regulates the ringtone when audio is not connected and 

conversation when it is connected.
• You can also record a video or capture a picture from the calling door station 

automatically depending on the system setting.
• The activation times of the door lock configure the panel to which it is connected: 

Each panel might have different values.
(*) Please read the disclaimer section according to this functionality.
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1.3 Multimedia

1.3.1 Picture & Video Storage

If you insert a micro SD card, the monitor can record pictures and videos on it. if you do 
not insert micro SD card, monitor can only capture images in inner flash memory.
Maximum Capacity: Micro SD card: 1000 pictures and 128 videos (depending on SD card 
capacity)
Inner storage: 100 pictures
When memory is full, the newest picture/video will automatically overwrite the oldest 
picture/video.

      1.3.2 Picture & Video Review

Press [Picture] or [Video] icon on main page. The picture/video item with a red circle 
means that the picture/video is not yet viewed. You can press the corresponding item 
directly to view the picture/video.

You can go through the other pictures/videos with the arrows icons and also erase it 
[Trash icon].

Remark:

• Micro SD card must be formatted by monitor before using.

• Micro SD card is not included in the kit.

      1.3.3 Picture & Video Erasing

Press [Picture] or [Video] icon on main page. You can erase pictures/videos pressing the 
[Trash icon] and selecting the required picture/video and then the [Trash icon] again. It 
is possible to erase all pictures/videos in the page selecting the [Page icon] and then the 
[Trash icon]. The monitor can automatically erase photos and videos older than 30 days. 
To do this, activate the upper left icon [Trash].
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        1.4 Intercom Function

Press the [Intercom] icon on main page, choose the monitor you want to call, and then press 
[Call] icon to start the call.  If the called monitor answers then you can talk with it. The talking 
and ringtone volume for intercom can be adjusted in this page.

It is possible to call all the monitors selecting ALL as the destination monitor. The first monitor 
that answers will enter the conversation and will stop ringing the other monitors.

 1.5 Settings

 Access the settings page sliding the main page to access the different settings. 

• In [WiFi] setting page, you can turn [WiFi] on or off and set call forwarding latency for 
the monitor, you can also reset the WiFi connection. The WiFI SSID of the current 
connection is shown in this menu and also the signal strength and internet connectivity 
(! Means no internet connection).
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• In [Melody] setting page you can set the ring melody for Panel, Intercom and 
Doorbell.

• In [DND] setting page you can enable/disable the timed do not disturb function and set 
the time range. 
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 *This setting has lower priority then the setting made from fast menu actions.
• In [Address] setting page you can turn [Intercom Receive Enable] on or off and set the 

intercom address of the monitor: master, ext1 or ext2. The address of different monitors 
in one network cannot be duplicated.

• Submenu [Panel/Cam]: Indicates if there is camera Cam1 associated with Panel 1, 
Panel 2 and camera Cam2 associated with Panel 2.

Remark:

• Devices are configured independently in each monitor if there is more than one.

• A monitor that has not registered the panel 2 will not receive call from it, not either 
will be able to realize auto-on.

• In [Language] setting page you can set the language of the monitor.

• In [Time] setting page you can set manually the date & time of the monitor and select the 
date format. Date & time can be also set directly from App.
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• In [Memory] setting page you can delete all images or videos in the micro SD card 
or internal memory and copy all images in the internal memory to micro SD card and 
format micro SD card.

• In [Reset]] setting page you can restore system to factory settings (except date & time 
and intercom address). Pictures and videos are not deleted.

           1.5.1 WIFI (available only in master monitor)

The monitor can work as a WiFi hotspot that connects to the home WiFi router. The WiFi 
settings are managed by the WAY-FI App, downloadable from Google Play (Android) 
and Apple Store (iOS). Search ‘WAY-FI’ app or ‘Fermax’.
The master monitor is responsible to divert the calls from the panel to the paired 
smartphones using the home router’ internet connection. The smartphones must have 
installed the WAY-FI App and be previously paired.
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  1.5.2 Smartphone pairing.

Connect monitor to home router and pair first smartphone
1. Select option “WiFi factory setting” to start the connection of the monitor to the home 
router. This will reset any previous WiFi connection. It will also reset the pin code for the 
connection that encrypts the connection.

2. Monitor will create an access point which SSID (UIDXXXXX) is indicated in this page. 
Icon shows and AP.

3. iOS App and Android version 8.0 or higher: connect smartphone to the WIFI created 
by the monitor (UIDXXXX).

    Android App version lower than 8.0: connect to the building’s WIFI.

4. Open the app «WAY-FI», press the “+” icon and select “New Device”

5. iOS app: enter SSID name of home WIFI and password and press Next.
   Android app: select the right UID of the monitor and press Next, select the home WIFI 

from the list and enter password, press Next.

6. Wait for the monitor to configure successfully (it takes 120”).

7. You can set the home name (“device”). Password can be modified afterwards.

8. Confirm that monitor is successfully linked to the router through the WIFI settings menu. 
It must indicate the SSID name* and signal strength.
*name is trunked to 10 characters. Letters are shown in lower case and special symbols 
are shown as ‘*’.

9. You can check connection quality by touching the device rectangle.

IMPORTANT Remark:

• The first time you connect, for security reasons, you will be asked to change the 
password.
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 Android system version lower than 8.0.

1 2 3

4 5 6

1 2 3

 iOS system and Android version 8.0 or higher.
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Remark:
• When configuring WiFi on smartphone, if you input a wrong password, you need to reset 

WiFi setting on monitor again and repeat the process;
• The home router must be connected to internet in order to divert the call from panel to 

the paired smartphones or connect from smartphone to the panel;
• In order to ensure normal connection, all permissions asked from the APP «WAY-FI» 

must be allowed, includes the location.
• The UID of the monitor is unique and is the way to share the connection with other 

people;
• When you connect the device for the first time, there will be probably connection failure 

or the device is off line message, please try to reconnect;

Pair additional smartphones

1. Open the application «WAY-FI» in the other smartphone, click the “+” icon and select 
“Device connected to network” option. Monitor don’t need to be in the WIFI settings menu.

2. Select “Online Device” option when the smartphone is connected to the same WIFI than 
monitor. Then select monitor through their UID.

3. Select “Manual Adding” option when smartphone is connected to a different WIFI or in a 
4G network (not at home).  Enter the UID of the monitor (shown in the WIFI settings menu) 
or scan the QR code placed in the back of the monitor. 

4. You can change the device name (home). Enter the password that was entered when the 
monitor was paired.

4 5 6
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Remark:
• There is no limit in the number of paired smartphones to one monitor. 
• One App can receive calls from several houses. It is necessary to pair the 

smartphone for each house.

        1.5.3 Configure the smartphone App

1. Select the device and enter the monitor page. App will show the image from the panel.
2. Press the settings icon at the upper-right corner (wheel).

     

Options (up to down):
- Device details. You can change the name of the device (house) and password. This 

password is the identification code for the App to access the panel. Don’t change 
username.

- Modify password. Default password is ‘1234’. It is used to protect the access to the 
panel and lock activation. Change it here to protect access from other already paired 
smartphones, for instance if the permission has been given temporarily to a friend. 
It must be changed also in the previous option (Device detail). It is reset from the 
monitor WiFi Settings, WiFi reset.

- Preview mode. This option is used to select the default video quality of the connec-
tion with the panel, both when receiving a call and when connecting from App to the 
panel. 
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Options: High quality (25 fps), low quality (10 fps), Still picture. Important to fix a 
low quality when using 4G networks to connect to the panel in order to earn data 
consumption.

- Wifi setup. You can change the WIFI network to which the master monitor must 
connect, in case you have several options.

- Call reception. Enable or disable the call reception from panel. Disable in case you 
don’t want to be disturbed. You must be sure that this option is enabled if you 
want receive calls from panel.

- Firmware version. Shows current firmware version in monitor and indicates if there 
is available an improved one, allowing to update it. New firmware availability is no-
ticed by a red dot in the setting icon. NOTE: during firmware update, it is very im-
portant to keep the power of the monitor ON. If not, the monitor can be damaged.

- Synchronize date and time. Sets the master monitor with the smartphone date & 
time.

- Delete. Deletes the device (house) from the app. It is required in case you must 
repeat the process of assigning a WIFI network to the monitor if it is changed.

 

1.6 Call reception in the smartphone

In iOS App call is received through a push notification except if the app is open. You must 
press the notification to open the app and access the preview page. The notification gen-
erates a call tone with a long length. Be sure that you configure the notification reception 
for the Way-Fi App according to the following settings:
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In Android App call reception opens the App directly. 

** In some Android smartphones if the App is closed and smartphone is blocked for a 
time the call may be not received. It is due that the smartphone leaves the apps in a 
disabled mode. It is recommended to leave the app not closed, in background.

Once the App is open it shows the preview page where the image from panel can be 
seen. In order to activate the audio, it will be necessary to press audio connect icon. In 
case the screen shows a connection error it is possible to try again pressing the play 
icon.

      

Preview image                     Connection error
Options:

Re-connect
Record a video (no time 
limit). Audio only from 
panel. (*)

Mute / unmute speaker Capture a picture (*)

Activate lock Full-screen display

Connect audio End conversation

Change of panel or cameras if they are registered by the installer.
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 (*) You can take pictures or videos according to your local regulations.

Full screen display

Door opening. You must enter the chosen password and select the door lock icon.

Remark:
•  When the cellphone changes the SIM card, you need to restart “Call Alerts” to ensure 

that the cellphone can receive call normally.

  1.7 Auto-on from the APP

If you want to connect to the panel to see the camera image, just open the APP and touch 
the picture shown in the screen. It will be possible also possible to make auto-on in case 
the conversation time is elapsed and you wish to continue.

  1.8 Call Forwarding Latency

Form the monitor [WiFi] setting page select “call forwarding latency” option to set the time 
for call forwarding latency. You can select ‘off’ that means that call divert is disabled. The 
numeric values indicate the delay in seconds before the call is diverted (0- instantaneous).
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              2. Troubleshooting

•	 No call reception. Follow the next steps:
o Be sure that monitor is connected to internet. One way to check it is to 

connect from app to the panel pressing on the device picture. The smart-
phone must have WIFI disabled and connect through 3G/4G to connect 
through internet, if not, connection is done through local WiFi. If you can’t 
connect, check the following: enter WiFi Menu. It must show the correct 
SSID and signal strength. The symbol ‘!’ means that there is no internet 
connection, please check your router.

o You can also check on the app the monitor registry on the server:
o 

A green color means that the monitor is well registered, a gray color means not 
connected. In this case check the internet connection of the monitor and the 
speed of your WiFi and internet connection using a commercial app from the 
smartphone using your home WiFi.
o Be sure that the ‘Call Reception’ switch in the App is turned on (green 

color). You can test it in the Connection Settings (6.5.3). If it is ‘On’ you can 
switch ‘Off’ and ‘On’ again and try the call.

o If all the above is correct and you can’t still receive the calls, kill the app 
and open again.

•	 How to regulate the call tone volume.
o In the monitor, make Auto-On and press the settings option, the bell icon 

indicates the current call tone volume.
o In the smartphone, change the volume according to the manufacturer’s 

manual.
•	 When I leave my home, I can’t receive the call during a time. It is normal because 

the app is updating the server info every minute. So, when you change your smart-
phone connectivity (from WiFI to 3G/4G or from one WiFi network to another) the 
smartphone has a different contact point to receive the calls and it must be updated.  

•	 When the monitor is just powered I can’t receive calls during a time. This is normal 
because the monitor must connect to the WiFi router and it takes one minute.

•	 May I use WiFi extenders? Yes, the WiFi extenders are necessary when the moni-
tor has not enough WiFi signal.
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•	 How to disable an smartphone to receive calls. There are different ways:
o Switch off the Call Reception in the App settings.
o Change the password from one smartphone. The others will stop receiv-

ing the call and they will not be able to receive next calls.
•	 How can I continue receiving calls if some user has changed the pin code without 

my permission? Proceed as follows:
o Delete the device from the App (settings menu).
o Start the pairing process from the beginning:

	 Reset the WiFi Settings from the monitor WiFi setup
	 Add new device.
	 Connect again to the router WiFi. 

o This restores the pin code to default (1234). Later on you can change it.
•	 The App does not display the building’s wifi networks on Android, (version lower 

than 8.0). 
o This is because permission has not been granted to use location when 

the App was installed. You can review consent in Settings / Applications 
/ Wi-Fi. Screen 1.

o Also check that location is activated in General Settings. Screen 2.

3. Disclaimer
•	 Audio/video communication might not function with some smartphone. Currently, 

Android versions higher than 5.1 and iOS higher than 9 are required. Tablets or 
iPads are not supported.

•	 The call divert service offered through the App provide remote interaction with the 
monitor over the Internet network (WIFI or mobile data 3G-4G). In these cases, 
the proper performance and the integration between the monitor and the App may 
depend on: 

o Quality of the Internet signal. Internet signal must not be interrupted in any 
moment during connection.

o ISP contract to access the Internet in the user’s router. A minimum bitrate 
of 1Mbit of upload is required.

o Type of data connectivity contract on your smartphone. A minimum bitrate 
of 1Mbit of download is required.

When one of these 3 elements does not conform, Fermax Electronica accepts no 
responsibility for any malfunctioning.

1 2
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 4. Conformity Declaration
Hereby, FERMAX ELECTRONICA S.A.U. declares that this product is in compliance with 
the Directive 2014/53/EU. The full text of the EU declaration of conformity is available at 
the following internet address: https://www.fermax.com/intl/en/pro/documents/technical-
documentation/DT-13-declarations-of-conformity.html

List of band frequencies that uses the product:
2412- 2442- 2462-2472 MHz for 802.11b/g/n(HT20)
Maximum Radiofrequency Power Transmitted: 12,86 dBm (19,32mW)

FERMAX ELECTRONICA S.A.U. / Av. Tres Cruces 133. / 46017 – Valencia / SPAIN

The information in this document may be changed for product improvement without prior 
notice. We reserve the right of final content and revision. 

•	 The product supports a VoIP streaming system; therefore, you must ascertain that 
the smartphone data network and the ISP connection do not block this streaming 
type.

•	 When the smartphone switches from one WIFI network to another or WIFI to 3G/4G 
or vice versa or from 3G/4G to WIFI the call reception is interrupted for one minute. 
In case of being in communication with the panel it will be interrupted.

•	 Some Android smartphones block the Apps when they are in background and the 
smartphone blocked (screen off). In order to minimize this problem be sure that 
energy saving options for the Way-Fi app are disabled.

•	 In some countries apply restrictions for taking photos or videos of visitors in front 
of the outdoor panel using the video door entry system (Personal Data Protection 
regulations). Some countries allow automatic capture for identification purposes 
but forbid manual capture. Other countries forbid both, automatic and manual. 
Other countries allow a limited time to keep the photos or videos in your posses-
sion. Way-Fi kit allows automatic and manual capture. Accordingly, depending on 
the country you are using this kit or the Way-Fi App, you must enable or disable 
automatic capture and/or take manual capture and activate automatic erased. It is 
your responsibility to take the opportune measures. Fermax Electronica accepts no 
responsibility for the photos or videos your kit can take.

•	 The App is not designed to work with a car kit for hands-free use although it can 
function with some brands.


